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ABSTRACT 
As onShore oil and gas production continues to expand. the number of subsea llcxihlc 
pipelines continues to increase. Today, the annual global demand !Or llexihlc pipe is 
estimated at around $2 billion CON. corresponding to around 1.200-1 .700 km of llcxiblc 
pipelines per year (NK7: 201 1). About 60 km of flexib le pipclim:s arc locmcd oOShorc 
NewfOundland and account lOr over half of the oil-ami-gas-producing pipelim:s in this 
region. The White Rose Field and the Tena Nova Field arc two of the three major oi l and 
gas liclds in this area: both have been developed using Floating, Production. Storage and 
Ollloading (FPSO) vessels and llcxiblc pipel ines tied into turn:t-moorcd buoys. Flexible 
pipelines arc criticalli:lr successful operation of FPSO: if the llcxihlc pipe lD.ils. the whole 
syst~.:m may ll1il (C/u'll. 2011). An und~.:rstanding <lf llcxible pipeline integrity 
manng.emcnt is thus essential lOr safe npcr<.~tions of" FPSO systems. 
This thesis introduces and diS~.:usscs llexible pipelines and dillercnt mc1hods li.1r subsea 
flexible pipeline integrity management. The thesis begins describing the design. 
construction. installation, orcration. maintenance and decommissioning stages of a 
llexible pipelines· lifecyclc. Subsequently. a hazards and operability study is conducted to 
identify issues that may interfere with llex ible pipelines in different stages uf thc llexiblc 
pipeline's lifecyclc. 
A tl·amcwork !Or Project Risk Analysis of a llexible pipeline proj1.'CI is also developed. 
The purpose of the fi-amework is to provide a consistent and systematic approach to 
bundle risk during. operations of llcxiblc pipeline systems. This fi·amework nllows project 
teams to proactiwly identify and prevent problems or minimize their risk. 
A detailed Fai lure Mode EtTect and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) is conducted to 
identify failure modes through risk analysis. This analysis is perfonned on the main 
lifccyclc stages and critical event failure modes evident for llexible pipelines. Based on 
the analysis. risk reducing measures arc proposed. Future development related to subsea 
flexible pipeline engineering. is briefly described. 
Finally. conclusions me drawn and recommt:ndations arc made li.1r supplementary works 
which may serve w rt."<lucc risks associated with llexible pipeline systt:ms. 
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Introduction 
1.1 History 
Flexible pipelines have a history of successful usc throughout the developed world 
(Jiinich·x. 2000). In the North Sea. Brazil. ofT the coast of Africa and throughout the 
wnters of Australia. developers of l)i] and gas operations have been using llcxiblc 
pipelines for oil and gas production since the I 970s (Tedmtj1. 20/l). 
In the 1990s. the concept of Floating. Production. Storage and Otlloading systems 
(FPSO) was developed and implemented as a very cost c llCctivc way of exploiting 
otlShorc oi l and gas resources. Cost is significantly rcdUI:cd hy using FPSO instc;ld o f 
traditicmnl lixed pla1fonns (Cht'/1, ]Oil). A pipeline solution using a 1lcxihk pipe 
approach pr<w idcs many technical adv;mtages and cost savings over a rigid pipe appruach 
when considered early in the project (Sodc(J" <?fPetrolt'um ENgill('('rs. J YY5). 
Flexible pipe systems arc critical for successful operation of FPSO; if the 11exiblc pipe 
fiJi Is. the whole system may fail (Che11, 201 1). OfTshorc Newfoundland, both the White 
Rose Field and the Terra Nova Field have been developed using the FPSO concept and 
flexible pipe systems. An understanding of llcxiblc pipeline integrity management is 
essential for safe operations offshore. This thesis focuses on l1cxiblc pipeline integrity 
assessment and management. 
1.2 Objectives and Scope 
The main objective of this thesis is to explain llexiblc pipeline engineering and to define 
risks specific to llcxiblc pipelines which must be recognized and resolved to ensure the 
integrity o f subsea flexible pipelines offshore. The flex ible pipeline in context to 
Newfoundland offshore development is explored. The objectives and scope of this thesis 
arc outlined below: 
The first chapter shall cover defi nitions and descriptions o f flexible pipelines fix 
typical oi1Shorc oi l and gas applications. Descriptions of the main structur:.1l 
components of a llcxiblc pipeline J.re included. This section shall give a basis f(lr the 
flll1hcr tasks. The primary 10cus is set on flexible pipelines used for producti1lll 
operations sin~:c it is of most rl'lcvwlCC to oJTshore NewfOundland. 
2. A ll·amcwork for Project Risk Analysis fOr offshore oil and gas pr(~jccts utilizing 
llexible pipelines shall be established. This shall give an overview of how to handle 
risks. methods that may be employ.::d <llld when to usc these methods. 
3. Identification and discussion of potential risks and operability problems during subsea 
flexible pipeline operation shall be perfOnncd through a risk analysis. FMECA is 
chosen tn be the method of analysis. The discussion shall contain suggestions of risk 
reducing measures for the analyzed operation. The costs of the potential risks arc:: not 
detailed as Sllch infOnnation is proprietary and limited. 
4. Future development related to suhsca llcxiblc pipeline engineering is included in the 
scope of work. The main future design trends which serve to reduce risks in llcxible 
pipeline operations shall also be studied. 
This thesis provides a detailed perspective of flexible pipeline integrity management and 
serves to prove that once flexible p ipeline integrity management is understood. risks 
associated with the usc of llexiblc pipelines may be brought to an acceptable level. 
Therefore. llexihle pipelines can be seen as viable alternati ves to traditional. rigid pipeline 
solutions. 
1.3 Thesis Structure: 
This thesis consists of the foll<1wing seven chapters: 
Chanter I provides the necessary background information. objectives and scope. and n 
presentation of the thesis structure. 
Clumter 2 gives an introduction to subsea flexible pipelines and the anci llary equipment 
required in flexible pipeline systems. Definitions and classification or flexible pipelines 
stnJctures arc dcscrilx.'XI. Background information explaining why there is a demand lOr 
ncxible pipelines is given. 
Chapter 3 gives a technical descripticm of the main stages in the li !Ccyclc of a nexihle 
pipel ine. discussing nexible pipeline design. construction. installation. operation. 
m<~intenance, repair. and decommissioning. 
Chapter 4 introduces a framework fftr project risk analysis in conjunction with subsen 
nexible pipelines. 
Chapter 5 applies the project risk analysis framework to nexible pipelines and covers a 
description and discussion of the main operational ri sks of nexible pipelines usi ng n 
Failure Mode Effect and Criticality Analysis (FMECA). 
Chapters 6 presents future trends in fl exible pipeline engineering wh ich ma y help rcdm.:e 
some of the risks identified in the preceding chapters . 
Chapter 7 concludes 1hc thesis and gives rcr..:ommend<ltions lOr fun her work. 
2 Flexible Pipelines 
2.1 General 
Flexible pipelines are used olTshore Newfoundland for both static and dynamic, oil and 
gas applications. They arc composite structures. comprising several layers o f 
interconnecting them10plastic, tapes. metallic components and insulatiun. Figure 2-1 . 
below, displays the cross section of a llcxible pipeline, revealing its campsite nature. 
Figurt> 2-1 : Standard Fll'~ible Pipel.ine Sfruclur{' (T<'chnip, 201 I) 
Flexible pipelines may be used subsea. as well as olTshorc on topsides lOr jumpers. There 
arc many appl ications for ncxiblc pipelines. The main types used for subsea applications 
include: 
• Production ~ 
Water Injection -
Gas Lift -
multi-phase hydrocarbon applications 
re-injected water 
gas injected to aid production 
• Gas Injection -
DRAPS -
• omoading -
gas injected to increase reservoir pressure 
drilling applications 
dynamic hydrocarbon ofiloading riser 
2.2 Classification of Flexible Pipelines 
There are two limdamcntally difTcrcm classes of llcxible pipe structures: rough bore and 
smooth bore. The rough bore sllucturc may be used in vi11ually all appl ications. while the 
smooth bore has restrictions placed on the type of service that it may undel1<lke. 
The two classificmions arc based on the composition of the inner layer (lf the pipe 
structun.:. For a rough bore structure the inncnnost layer is mnnu!Ur.:turcd ll·nm an 
interlocked steel carcass. as shown in Figun.: 2-2. T he tcnn "rough" is rcprcsl.!nlati ve of 
the pro fi le of the interlocked stcd strip. The actual suriUcc of the sh.:d onth~o: can:ass <1f a 
rough bore structure has a very smooth linish. 
Figurt> 2-2: Rough bore flcxiblt> pipt> struclurc (SUT, 2002) 
A smooth bore structure represents a flexible pipe where the fluid-pipe interlace is a 
thermoplastic tube. as shown in Figure 2-3. 
Figur<' 2-3: Smooth borr fll"xibl<' plpr structurl" (SUT, 2UU2) 
The choice between smooth bore :md rough bore is usually dependent upon the 
composi1inn of the transpm1ed flu id or client-driven preferences. Where gaseous 
muhiphase. low-density fluids ili"C tfl be transported. a rough bore structure is usm•lly 
adopted . Production. gas injection ::md gas li1i stn1ctw-cs arc therefOre typically rough 
bore structures. 
For single-phase flexible pipeline applications. such as in water injection systems, a 
smooth bore structure is adopted. If a smooth bore structure is to be used !Or multi-phase 
fluids, the design must consider that gt~s within the transported lluid that dill'uses into the 
structure annulus may produce suiTicicnt pressure to collapse the thermoplastic tube. The 
annulus of a llcxible Sl11lCture is considered the voids fonncd between continuous 
thermoplastic layers. 
2 . .3 Ancillar)' Equipment 
To supplement the functionality of th~ flexible pipelines. two critical pieces of <Jm:illary 
equipment are needed. This equipment includes end linings and bend stillCncrs. which 
arc further explained below. 
2.3.1 End Fittings 
The end fitting tenninates the end of the pipe. maintaining the integrity or the pipe 
structure. sea ling the inner and outer extruded layers. and providing a fixture to transmit 
tension and pressure louds to the pipe structure (F/e.n·re£'1. } 0/0). An image or un end 
lilling is shown below in Figure 2-4. 
. ·· ~ 1 ·.~~1'"-l 
• • :J 
• 
l'igurt> 2-4: Flt>xibl(· l,ipt> t:nd fining (Tt>dmip, 2011) 
The end filling comprises three pm1s: 
Body: Inside which the pipe layers an: terminated including the rear crimping flange and 
cover. 
Tcnnination: The interrace between adjacent structures e.g. a flange or hub . 
Vault neck: Connects the body to the termination. 
The design of the main parts of the end fining is in accordance with the rcquin:mcnts o f 
API 17.1. Other API and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
specilications. such as API 6A ··specification for Wellhead and Christmas Tree 
Equipment" and ASME B 16.5 ' · Pipe Flanges and Flange Fin ing'' may also be refCrcnccd 
in end lining design. 
Each end fining is designed to withstand the maximum loads it wi ll experience due to the 
combined ellCcts of internal and cxtemal pressure. axial loads. shear !Orces and bending 
moments. The body of the end fitting is designed for an internal pressure equal to the 
bursting pressure o l' thc llcx iblc pipeline to which it is atlachcd. The end fitting shall have 
pressure integrity and load bearing cupacities greater than the pipe (CNU JP/1. ]009). 
2.3.2 Bend Stiffeners 
At the tcnnination point of a flexible riser, umbilical or cable. the stilli1css of the system 
undergoes a step change (En·to. 2012,1. This sudden change in stifii1ess creates high levels 
of stress if the flexible is bending away ti·om the tennination po int. In n dynamic 
situation. this can lead to fatigue fa ilure in the llcxiblc riser (£\·sw . 1012). Bend stillCncrs 
are therefOre required al a built-in connection of a dynamic riser behind its end-fitting or 
along the line at the bottom end of an 1-tubc. 
Bend stiffeners are constructed o r a cone or polyurethane to create a cuntinuous stiffness 
variation. where the cone dimensions are defined to satisfy the Minimum Bending Radius 
10 
(MBR) of the pipe and service li!C cr iteria specified by the operator. Figure 2-5 shows a 





Figure 2-5: T~·pical Ut'nd Stiffener (Ex.sto, 2012) 
Design or bend stillt:ners is such that the bend radius of the risers within their stilll.·ncrs 
sha ll be greater th:m the minimum hcnding radius of the riser mull ipl i ~:d hy the factors o f 
sat(!ty as specified within API 17.1 and summarized below in Table 2- 1. The mnximum 
percent strain on the extreme fibres of the bend stiffener and its position <llong the 
sti!Tener is ma intained within allowable values as specified by the manufacturer. 
Loading Condition 
MBR of Extemal Sheath (Ill) 
Normal opcrmion (intact and fatigUI~ 
conditionS) 
Abnonnal operation (survival conditions) 
MBR Factor of Safety 
1.50 
1.25 
Tab it> 2-1: l\1inimum Bend Radi11s Valurs (API, 2009) 
2.4 Why Flexible Pipelines ue Needed 
Where rigid pipelines are not feasible. flexible pipelines offer highly technical pipeline 
solutions for a variety of applications. 
II 
Flexi ble pipelines may be preferred over their ri gid countcrpa11s lOr a variety of n:asons. 
Thei r low bend rad ii provide simplili ed pipeline routing oppo11uni ties, sh01tcr c rossing 
lengths and el iminate the need !i:1r free span correction: their mult i- layer composit ion 
of1Crs exce llent built-in insulat ion. External cO!Tosion res istance is provided by a 
thcnnoplastic external sheath, which surrounds the pipe and provides a water ti ght sea l 
with the external environment. 
Due to the adv~ntagcs that ll ex ible pipeli nes otTer. they are recogni zed as adv:mtagcous 
over ri gid pipelines. with the fo llowing functiona l beneli ts rNK7: 2012): 
Flexihk pipcl inl.!s arc purpose designed prod ucts. opt imi zed !Or each speei lk 
application: 
• Flex ibles pipelines · des ign combines the ll ex ibilit y or a pol ymer pipe wi th the 
strength and weigJH of a steel pi pe: 
Flex ible pipelines follow the natural contours of seabed thus e liminating the 
susceptibility to !l·ee pipeline spans: 
Flex ible pipelines allow lOr minimizati on of external corrosion ellects owing to 
encapsulati on of the steel annour inside a continuous polymer outer sheath : 
They accommodate misa lignments during installation and tie-in operations: 
• Provide the possibility of di verless installation without the need lOr metrology: 
• Load-out and installation is sa fer, faster and cheaper than any othe r pipe application: 
They can be retri eved and reu~ed for altemati ve application thus enhanc ing the 
overalllie ld development economics and preserving the environment. 
12 
• Flexible: pipelines have excellent inherent them1al insulation properties. 
Flexible pipelines arc generally dynamically stable and provide upheaval buckling control 
and may be trenched under pressure. Their use also avoids the requirement for tie·in 
spools. which may he costly and consume offshore time for installation. Flexible 
pipelines can also be rc·routcd and reused thus cost enCctivc. 
Flexible pipes rely upon their ability to deform from imposed loads (K/V/1. ]001). Some 
st<mdards define a llexible pipe as one that can dellect more than 2% without crading 
(K/V/-1. 2002). Only a small pmtion of imposed loads are actually carried by the flexible 
pipe itself lm;tcad. load is transfe rred to the surrounding bedding material ( /\WI/. 200] ). 
2.5 Industry Codes and Standards 
Today. there arc three main fabricators of llcxible pipelines: Technip. ba~cd out of 
France; NKT Flexibles. based in Denmark. and Well stream. which was acquirl-"<l by G E in 
2011 (W('!/stream. 2012), operating out of England. Each manuf'actun~r of flexible pipe 
has proprietary methods of designing their llcxibles however. to ensure their product is 
accepted by industry. their designs mustlOIIow a common standard. 
Until recently. no des ign codes I standards specifically developed for llcxiblc pipe 
existed. Each operator had their own specifications with different requirements. A Joint 
Industry Project (JlP) launched in early 1990s served to define an industr)' standard 
specification lOr flexible pipe (SUT. 2002). Contributions from a wide range (1f operators . 
J] 
manuhJcturcrs. contractors and regulatory authorities resulted in American Petroleum 
Institute (API) standards for llcxihlc pipe: 
API· 17J - Speci fication lOr Unhonded Flexible Pipe 
• APJ-RP-1 78 - Recommended Practice for Flexible Pipe 
Flexible pipe design is now largely govemcd by these American Petroleum Institulc 
guidelines for unbondcd flexibles. Pm1icularly. the specification API-17.1, which specifics 
the minimum requirements for the design. material selection. and manulflcturc. h.:sting. 
marking and pa~.:king or unbonded flexible pipe. is accepted throughout industry. 
Additionally. API-RP-178 provides supplementary recommendations to API- 17.1 nnd 
provides a set of guidelines !Or the design. analysis. manufacture, testing. installation :md 
operation of ncxihlc pipes (API. 2009). Further iniOnnation on the contCiliS of API- RJ>-
178 and APJ-17.1 follow: 
2.5. I API- 17 J - Specification fiJr Unhondcd Flexible Pipe 
"This specilication defines the technical requirements for safe. dimensionally and 
functionally interchangeable flexible pipes that are designed and manufactured to uniiOnn 
standards and criteria" (API. 200fJ) It specifies the "minimum requirements lOr the 
design, material selection. manufactllre. testing. marking and packing 01' !lcxible pipes" 
!API. 201/Y). 
API-17J covers the following aspects 
Functional and Design Requirements 
Materials Requirements. Qualifications and Quality Assessment requirements 
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• Manufacturing. Requirements 
• Documentation 
• Factory Acceptance Tests 
Marking and Packing 
2.5.2 API·Rf>-1 7 8 - Recommended Practice for Flexible Pipe 
"This recommend practice (RP) provides guidelines for the design, analysis. manulacturc. 
testing. installation and operation of flex ible pipes and llexiblc pipe syst~:ms llx onshore. 
subsea and marine applications. This RP supplements API- 17.1 spccilir.:ations"' (SUI: 
] ()02} 
API-RP-1 78 wvcrs the !OIIowing aspects: 
System. Pipe and Component Description 
• Pipe Design Considcr, tions 
• Materials 
System Design Considerations 
• Analysis Considerations 
• Prototype Testing 
• Manufacturing 
Handling and Installation 
Rctrieva I and Reuse 
• Integrity and Condition Monito ring 
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3 Flexible Pipelines' Lifecycle Description 
The main stages in the !i!Ccycle of a flexible pipe are shown in the below schematic. 
Figure 3-1, and consist of design. construction. installation, operation. maintenance ;md 
l ite ex'lcnsion or decommissioning stages. Each of these stages is described in this chapter 
in the context of a flexible pipe for production offshore Newfoundland. 
I::. " 
Figure 3-1: Lifecydc of a Flcxibll' Pipeline 
3.1 Design 
3.1.1 Function and Material of Flexible Pipe Structure Layers 
As noted previously. flexible pipelines are designed us composite structures. Their multi -
layer composition makes adjustable to project specific constraints. A Hexible pipe is 
made up of several different layers. The main components are leak·proof thennoplastic 
batTiers and corrosion resistance steel wires (Teclmip. 201 1). 
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Figure 3-l: T~'piral flexibh.• pipe strurtun• (SUT, 2002) 
3.1. 1.1 Carcass 
The intern<~ ! interlocked stainless steel can:ass is the nuid-pipc intcrl3cc. The inn~r 
interlocked carcass is only present on rough bore llexible pipes. The fum:tion of t::m.:ass 
is to prevent the collapse o f the pressure sheath and provide crushing resistance to the 
lkx iblc pipe. 
The carcass is made from spiral wound steel strip which is interlocked along the length o f 
the pipe. The carcass is typically made of austenitic stainless steel. The strip is pm1ially 
formed prior to being wound around a mandrel of the appropriate diameter. where the 
li nal forming takes place to create the interlock. A typical carcass strip is shown in 
Figure 3-3. 
Figure 3-3: Carcass str ip (SUT, 2002) 
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In normal service the carcass is suhject to no loading as the subsequent layers wi th stand 
the ell'ects of the internal pressure and associaled loads. The ca rcass is. however, 
des igned to withstand the occasional loads, such as crushing loads during installation 
and/or recovery of the ncxible pipe ofl'shorc. 
3.1.1.2 PressureSheath 
The pressure sheath layer sea ls the int erna l bore and transfers the loads due to the interna l 
pressure to the overl ying metallic layers. The themwplastic pressure sheath is selected for 
the fluid transpm1ation appl ication and the range of temperatures and pressures that the 
pipe will sec over its service li fe. Typica l materials used lOr thermoplastic sheaths indudc 
polyethylene. polyvinyl dichloride :md polyamide. These three class ificat ions ofm:Hcria ls 
enable 1lcxiblc pipe manufacture !Or lluid temperatures ranging Ji·mn -20°(' to + 1:'10°C. 
IC1r both static and dyna mic applications. and fix pressures in excess of 1 000 bar. 
3.1.1.3 Pressure Vau/tsa11dArmourLayC'rs 
The pressure vau lt and tensi le annour wires are contained in what is known as the 
annulus of a flexible pipe, which is the area isolated by thermoplastic sheaths. The 
annulus of the pipeline has a unique environment. cause by its pressure. temperature and 
gas dilTusion li·om the bore. 
The pressure vau lt consists of a spi raled wire wound at an angle close to perpend icu lar to 
the pipe's lateral axis. This angle enables the wires to resist the axial loads (including 
reverse end cap effect) and radial loads (hoop stress) resulting fi·01n the applied internal 
pressure. The wire in the pressure vault has a unique geometry whic h minimizes creep of 
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the underlying thermoplastic shenth once the pipe is pressurized. An example of' such a 
pressure wire is shown in Figure 3-4. 
FigurC' 3-4: PrC'ssurc wir(' (SUr, 2002) 
Following the pressure vault arc the tensile am10ur layers. They consist of two layers nf 
carbnn steel wires. laid in pairs at a pitch angle appropriate to the design. The wires <lf 
e<:~ch pair arc cross wound. i.e. l11id i·1 opposite directinns. in order to provide tnrsi<lnal 
balum:e. These wires resist tension of the pipe and arc particularly impol1all1 during 
instnllation and in-service lOr risers. Tensile nm1our wires an.: shown in f igllrC :\-5. 
below. 
figurl' 3-~: T('llSill' armour wires (Tt'chnip, 2012) 
The considerations lOr the selection of material lOr the tensile layers arc strength. 
toughness. and resistanct: to the chemicals in the annulus environment. The h:nsik Juycrs 
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are not exposed to the bore lluid: instead they are in the considerably mild~r annulus 
t:nvironmcm (Fie.xstc•d , 20/0). 
3.1.1.4 Anti-Wear Tape 
Anti-wear tape is a plastic layer in the fonn of a tape, inse11ed between metallic layers, to 
prevent wear and fretting fatigue o fth l.!Se metallic layers. As per API 17.1, this is required 
lOr dynamic applications only (API, 2fi0Y) . 
3.1.1.5 !-lig l!StrC'nglh Tape 
High strength tape is wound over the :Jm10ur layers of the llexiblc structure to prevent the 
reverse end cap ciTcct while the pipe is in-service. i.e. prevent the wires fi·om distnning 
radially. High strength !ape assemblies typi~.:ally consist of Kcvlar" wmp yarns and gl:1ss 
Jibrc well yarns. T he weft !ibre function is to guarantee an even sp~cing (lrK~vlar " yarns 
<luring tape laying on the llexiblc pipe. Applic~tion of high strength tapes ow r the ;.mnour 
wires is shown in Figure 3-6. 
J."igurr 3·6: Applkatlon or lligh Stre11gth Taprs (Tt•dmip. 20//) 
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3.1.1.6 Ex1emal Shealhs 
Extemal and protective sheaths are thermoplastics which arc suitable for dynamic 
applications which exhibit favorable material properties such as abrasion resistance. They 
seal the pipe from the cxtemal environment and have in-service functions such as 
increasing the pipe's bending stini11!SS and adding to the pipe's thermal resistance. 
Flexible pipes having sheaths at maximum allowable thicknesses arc commonly designed 
to take advantage of the insulating properties of the them10plastics in order to control heat 
loss and increase the llcxihlc pipe's thermal perlOnnancc. Quality control or an cxtcnml 
sheath is shown in the below picture. Figure 3-7. 
Flgur(' 3-7: Ext('rnal Sh('lllh of a Flexible l, ipc (T('dlllip, 2012) 
3. 1.2 Design Calculations 
At the design stage. several c ritical calculations arc required. These calculations are 
explained below. 
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3. 1.1. 1 Annulus Calculations of/he Flexible Pipe 
During service the steel layers of the tlexible pipes (armour and pressure wires) become 
surrounded by the gases that diffuS<: through the pressure sheath or inner tube. It is 
important to dctcnnine the composition of this gaseous environment to ensure that the 
steel layers are not compromised by the presence of C02• H1S and water in the annulus. 
This docs not indicate that the pipe can be operated with a damaged external sheath lix 
the field life. Wire dimensions after corrosion will be assessed to ensure wire stresses do 
not exceed the allowable stresses under extreme conditions as specified in API 17.1. 
Gas di!Tusion and C02 cmTos ion calculations arc performed to ensure the st ructure 
material s arc suitable for annulus C(lnditions . The results of the gas dillusion ca lculations 
arc also used to determine the annulus composition lOr the assessment of corrosi(1n 
fatigue. 
3. 1.2. 2 Miuimum Bend Radius 
The storage minimum bend radius {MBR) is calculated as the minimum bend radius 
which satisfies all the requ irements of API 17.1, including the IOllowing: 
• Maximum allowable strain 7.7% !Or PA- ll and polyethylene 
• Maximum allowable strain 7.0% lix polyvinyl dilluoride (PVDF) 
The storage MBR shall be at le<.~ st 1.1 times the MBR to cause locking in the interlocked 
byers. As per API 17J, the operating MBR for static applications (all loading conditions) 
shall be a minimum of 1.0 times tt1e storage MBR. and for dynamic applications (all 
loading conditions) shall be a minimum of 1.5 times the storage MBR. For dynamic 
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applications the saiCty filctor on operating MBR may be reduced fi·om 1.5 to 1.25 !Or 
abnonnal operation and normal operation with accidental loads. 
3.1.2.3 Pressure and Tension Resistance ofthe Flexible Pipe 
The llexible risers will be checked for resistance to intemal and external pressure and 
applied tension. 
The design cases detailed below in Table 3~ I will be checked fOr each llcxiblc stnu.:turc: 
CaSl' Opt'ralion Typl' lntl'rnal Prl'ssun• Extt•rnal Tl•nsiou Pressurt> 
Mnximum Maximum load c:1scs lOr 
Recurrent Opernting 0 bar recurrent operation frnrn 
Pressure dynmnic <Jnalysis 
Maximum lo<Jd c;~ses ll)r 
Extreme / Design 0 bar extreme and abnormnl /\bnonnal Pressure npcr;~tion from dynnmic 
analysis 
lnstallmion Ambient Obnr Mnximum tcnsicm cstim:ltLXI (Functional) Pressure fi.)r inst:1llatinn 
Post- onshore M:~ximum load l.!ascs l~)r Installation Strcng.th Test 0 bar offshore strcn!.!th test from (Pressure Pressure dynamic anal):sis Test) 
Factory 
Acceptance FAT Pressure 0 bar Zero 
Test FAT) 
Tabll' 3-1 l,rrssun• and Tl'nsion Ol'sign Casrs 
The utilization factors within each layer arc defined by API 17J. according to the type of 
operation, and are presented in Table J-2 below. 
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API 17J Allowablc Utilisation Factors 
Case Operation Type 
Pressure Wires Tensile Wires 
Recurrent Operations 0.55 0.67 
Extreme I Abnonnal Operations 0.85 0.85 
Installation (Funclional) 0.67 0.67 
Post~Installation (Pressure Test) 0.91 0.91 
FAT 0.91 0.91 
Tablt> 3-2 l'rcssurc :md Trnsion Drsign Cascs Allowahll' Utilization Faclun 
3. 1.2.4 ('Q, Corrosion 
The net COJTosinn rate of steel J ay~.-rs of the llcx iblc pipe due to t h~...· diffused ('0~ 
combining with iron (Fe) and water wi ll be assessed and demonstrated thmthis Joss is not 
sullic ient to compromise the integri ty of the steel layers when submiued to the l o:.~ds they 
are expected to encounter during the de-sign life of t he llexible risers and !low lines. 
The C01 llow rate to consider is the stabilized llow rate of CO~ through the pressure 
sheath for a damaged external sheath lOr the risers and Oowlines respectively. 
The acceptance criteria is that the ncxible risers and Oowlines remain compliant with API 
I 7.1 design requirements in their "end of fie ld li fe" condition, after considering the 
maximum potential thickness loss to the armour wires due to C02 corrosion. 
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:t2 Construction 
This section outlines the general procedures used in the manufilcturc of Jlcxibk pipe 
structures. 
3.2. 1 Inner Interlocked Carcass 
The materia l sourced for the manuf'ecture of the interlocked carcass, typically sta inless 
steel. stm1s off as coiled strips. Each strip is cold·rollcd to form a scmi-prolilcd shape 
he fore it is wound around a mandrel of the correct d iameter. inh:rlockcd and crimped hy 
adjusiablc rollers. When a coil is l!lllpticd o f its strip. a new coil is loaded on a proli ling 
machine and hull welded to the end of the previous strip. The linishcd c;:m;ass is coi ll:d 
(lllto a receiver by a roller device. 
3.2.2 Pressure Sheath 
Thennoplastic sheaths begin ns plastic pe llets. The!ic pcl lc1s arc ln:J(k d into :1 ll(lppcr and 
<Jrc then carried to the inlet of the cxtmding machine. The plastic becomes viscous under 
the action of heating and friction on a screw which is designed to move the plastic 
forward. mix it. pressurize it and homogenize it before reaching the extrusion head. 
The extrusion head is perpend icular to the screw and consists of a mandrel that distributes 
the viscous plastic over the die. a llowing the inner carcass to pass through the center. The 
sheath is cooled afte r the die by water jets and immersion in a tank. 
The pipe travels unintenupted, dra wn by a caterpillar device. The combination of 
caterpillar speed and screw rotation speed determine the thickness of the sheath. Aller 
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cooling the cxlrudcd plastic layer is inspected to ensure the corn.~ct diameter. thickness 
and length. 
3.2.3 Annour Wires 
The armour wire is delivered to the flexible pipe plant on the wire manufacturer's spools. 
The spools are mounted in two cages. each of which holds as many spools us there are 
wires in each layer. The two cages contra-rotate 10 simultaneously ICed two layers to 
fOrm opposing helices. The wires are subject to bending and torsion while passing 
through adjustable rollers so that a ll \\ ires are applied tightly tn the pipe. 
Wh!.!n the spools arc empty. fu ll spools arc loaded onto the armouring machine and the 
wires butt-welded together in accordance with the applicable welding pro~.:~.:dun:. The pipe 
that is to hold tht.: :mnours is strong mough to resist collapse. so the wires <II'C drawn hy 
the pipe. A caterpillar device draws the pipe while the cages arc rotating. The pitch nf 
the armour wires is set by the speed r>fthc caterpillar device and the rotation speed nfthe 
cages. The outside diameter is set by the diameter of the pipe onto which the armours arc 
laid and the thickness of the wire. 
During fabrication a visual inspection is carried out and the diameter. p itch and length arc 
measured and recorded. Fabric tape is wound onto the annours during the annouring 
operations to retain the wire in pla(:e until the next layer is added. The finished pipe 
section is coi led onto a receiver reel by a roller device. 
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3.2.4 External Sheath I Protective Sheath 
Manufacturing of the external and pmtccti vc sheaths of a llexiblc pipeline fOllow the 
same process as the pressure sheath. outlined in Section 3.2.2. The extruded plastic layer 
is then visually inspected, with diameter. thickness and length being measured and 
recorded. The finished pipe section is c:oi lcd onto a receiver reel by n roller device. Plas1ic 
wrapping protects the ends until end fitting mounting takes place. 
3.3 Installation 
3.3.1 General 
Following their manufacture in a fuctoty. Hc.X ible llowlincs arc loaded onto an installruion 
vessel. An example (If an inst<lllation vesseL more spccilica lly a deep watcr llexihk 
pipday vessel. is shown below in Figure 3-8. 
l'igure 3-8: Conneclor - l>~pwalcr conslruction/fll·xiblc pipelay (EMAS, 2011) 
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The llcxiblc llowlincs can either be transponed to the installation vessel on n:cls (Figure 
3-9) or loaded onto a carousel. Reels are available in various sizes depending on product 
size and length. For longer lengths and larger diameter lines. a carousel can he used. 
Additional equipment may be requireC with use of a carousel. such as a tensioncr to act as 
a holdback system and control the lay speed of the product. 
Figure 3-9: Flexible pipeline lolld out on rt•els (Tt>dmip, 2011) 
Installation vessels are equipped with systems to allow the installation of the llcxiblc. 
Such systems include chutes. whereby the flexible pipes arc installed over the side of the 
installation vessel. or Vertical Lay Sy5tems (VLS). which allow installation of the flexible 
pipeline through the vessel's moon poo l. 
The majority of the lay operation is nonnally carried out diverlcss. i.e. all subsea 
operations will be can·ied out utilizing Remote Operated Vehicle (ROY) support only. In 
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rcl~tivcly shallow subsea areas, such as oflShorc NewiOundland, !he usc of divers is still 
required to make up llangcd connections onto manifOlds and other prcpamtory subsea 
works. 
3.3.2 Installation Sequence 
Installation of flexible pipelines is most a llen conducted in the fOllowing sequence of lOur 
events, which are explained further bdow: 
• Preparatory Works 
Flexible Pipeline Initiation 
Route Lay 
• Flowline Laydown 
3.3.2. I Prepararm:t· Works 
Prior to llow linc instoJIIation. the l(llkwing works are typ ically r.:omplc11:d : 
• lnsta llmion analysis by use of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) sof\wun: to dch.:rminc 
the required laybacks at the tensions allowed by the llcxiblc at all possible 
environmental conditions specified as acceptable for the project: 
• G lory hole excavation: 
• Pre~ lay survey o f the flowline lay route. and any debris removal: 
• Attachment of the initiation clump weight or initiation rigging; 
Installation of any tuming post required. 
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3.3.2.2 Flexible Pipelim• l nifiafion 
Flexible pipelines are initiated using an initiation wire linked to the end fitting pulling. 
head. This wire is hooked by an ROY to a wire loop prc·installed onto an initi<Jtion 
clump weight or an existing strongpoint on a subsea asset (e.g. strong point on the 
manifOld). 
Typical initiation operations include the IOllowing steps: 
Route of the lirst end of llowline from reel I carousel over VLS to work ing tuhle. 
using crane to supp011 weight of end lining. See Figure 3-10. 
Figure 3-10: 1\taneu\'ering end nf Dcxible pipl' with ROV hook (T£>ehnip, 201 I) 
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Install pig launcher I receiver onto end lining and set up valves as required 
(depending on whether the llowlinc is being free flooded. laid dry. or already 
llooded). as well as making up any intennediatc connection (end littings llangcd 
together) 
• Attach anodes to the end fitt ing. a ~. required. See Figure 3- 11. below. 
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Figun· 3-11: Fitting anod('s on fll.'xible pipl' (SllT, 2002) 
Lay the flowline through the vessel 's moonpool; 
• The ROY will connect the initiation wire to the pre-installed initiation loop rigging on 
the c lump weight; 
Using vessel movements, the initiation wire will be laid away from the initiation 
clump weight and along the lay route: 
Through adj ustments in the vesscllayback, the end fitting is laid onto tht: seabed: 
• The llowline is then laid away along the previously surveyed lay route. During this 
time. the ROV will monitor the lay operation/ touchdown point. 
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3.3.2.3 Route La_r 
The flowline is laid along pr~-determined lay corridors. gener<tlly from the FPSO to 
manifold or welL depending on the required lay direction. Over-length is taken up in 
loops laid a long the lay route at each end. Turning posts are utilized at each end (if 
required) to aid in achieving the required flowline radii . The purpose of these loops is to 
provide sufficient over-length for the flowline to numifold I platfm111 tic-ins to be 
completed. 
Mid-line connections arc provided where necessary in each llowline to allow the flowline 
length to be ~.:arried on several reels. These connections generally consist of Grayloc 
llangcs which have been modilicd to allow nitrogen hack seal testing. All midline 
connections are assembled in the VLS by supporting the weight of one flowline section 
ofT a hang-off clump and rigging. while the next section is initiut.:d into the VLS und 
llanged to the first. 
l<igure 3-12: WurkL·rs assC'mbling flowline's midline COIIIIC'{'Iions 
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An annulus leak test is undertaken on lhc connection prior to it going subsc:1. It is normal 
for mid-line connections to be littcd with bracdct anodes to provide cathodi~.: protection 
for the end fi ttings. The lay operations continue as previously. 
Figurl' 3-13: Brarell'l anod('s on fll'xibl" pipclinr 
3.3.2.4 Flowline Layd01m 
Once the fi nal fl ange is passed into the VLS, it is suppm1cd by the bang oil' d amp and 
rigging. The pig receiver I launcher (or pull-in head) is fitted to the llangc. and any 
required bracelet anodes are installed at the rear of the end litting. The laydown operation 
is conducted by attaching a sacrifi..;ial strop between the A&R (Abandonment and 
Recovery) winch and the pig launcher I receiver. The hang off clamp is removed and the 
A&R wire lowered to allow the flange to be lowered onto the seabed. 
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As the linal laydown location approaches. the length of the remuining 1lowlinc is 
monitored to determine the over-length allowance. Any adjustments arc mudc hy alte ring 
the laydown loop to ensure the final :!lange lands within the spt.>cified target box. Once 
the flange is la id on the seabed the ROY will cut the sacrificial strop and the A&R wire is 
r~:covcred to the vessel. 
If the flowline requires to he pigged. pigs will be pre-installed in the !low line to enable 
llooding and testing. The flooding works can be pcr!Ormcd fl·om the Construction vessel 
or Dive Suppor1 Vessel (DSV). The testing works arc per!Onncd during a !mer campaign 
by the DSV. once the llowlincs have been connected to the platfOrm rmd subsea nHmili.)ld. 
A DSY is shown in Figure 3·14. 
Figurt 3·14: Din• Support Vt>s!K'I (SUT, 2002) 
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3.3.3 lnsl<lllation Loads 
During this stage. loads are imposed on the flexible. Dctem1ination of installntinn loads 
via finite clement analysis or static analysis is required befOre the lkxihlc is installed 
ofTshorc such that the flexible is not crushed through the installation process. 
3.3.3. I Crushing 
Flexible pipelines must be analyzed lOr crushing c<:~pacity during normal inst::.~ltation and 
recovery. Normal installation is a JUnctional activity and rccnvery is an accidental 
activity as defi ned by API 17.1. Cmshing capacity calculations arc perti)rmcd l(w 
installation and operational purposes. The appropriate API 17.1 safety fac10rs for the 
installation (i.e. 0.67). recovery (i.e. 0.85) or opera1ional (i.e. 0.55 fix recurrent or 0.67 
fnr abnormal) phases will be applied to the ultimate c rushing capacity of the pipe to 
calculate thi.! allowable tension in the pipe. In addition. the bend radius or the llcxihle 
pipes must stay above 1.0 x MBR during installation. 
The crushing capacity o r the flexible pipe is dctcm1incd using linitc clement ana lysis 
software which can calculate the stresses induced by a gullcr radius and/or tcnsinncrs 
associated with axial tensile load induced during installation and operations. 
The limiting value is the most conservative value of: 
• Plastification: When the yield stress is reached in the carcass materiul and the 
pressure vault material (t3ilure is deemed to occur) 
• Ovalisation: When 2% ovalisation has been reached in the inner diameter or the 
curcass 
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Whichever of these occurs lirst detem1incs the maximum allowable tension 1ix the 
flexible pipe fix the specific install~:~tion /operational S4.:cnario. 
3.4 Operation 
3.4.1 General 
Flexible pipelines should be operated to ensure that the required service life will be 
respected. The typical design life oft he flexible riser is between 20-30 ye<Jrs of operution 
aficr installation. Achieving this service life is dependent on whether the pipdinc is 
operated within its normal operating envelope and at the nonnal operating pressures and 
temperatures spccilied at the time of design. 
3.4.2 Opcrnting Records 
Opernting records should be compiled every six months li:lr the operat ing I ill:: of the 




Pressure test history 
Storm li·equency and durations 
Chemical injection records 
Pipeline movements 
This infonnation can be periodically <.~ssessed in order that actual operating conditions can 
be veri lied against design. 
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3.4.3 Operational Loads and Phenomenon 
3.4.3.1 RCl'crse End Cap f:_1fi>cl 
Reverse End Cap Ef1Cct (RECE) is an effect of cxtemal pressure. Design for cxtemal 
pressure must consider longitudinal effects, namely the RECE. for which the design of 
the tensi le annours under potentially high compressive loads must be considered. 
When a llexihle struc ture is subject to axial compression. the armour helix tends to swell. 
See FigureJ-15: 
.. igurr 3- IS: Swelling of Arnwur Hl'lix (Ttehnip, 2011) 
The design of the am1our layers such that they arc intentionally disorganized supp011s the 
armour wires against RECE. however, criteria for radial gap must be met consistent with 
API-RP-178 . which states that the radial gap is not to exceed half of the armour thickness 
(API. 21!08). 
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Excessive radia l gap can lead to uncontrolled swelling of the armour helix under cxtcmal 
pressure. which results in a birdcage of the llexible pipeline and pipe failure. as shown in 
Figure 3-16 
l'igurt' J-16: BirdC11J::(' railurr of fi('Xiblr Pi))(' ff('r hnip 21111) 
3.4.3.2 1-(vdroslalic Collapse 
In operation, the vault and the carcass of a flexible pipeline arc subjected to the radial 
cllCcts of extemal pressure. These cn~cts. if not properly accounted for during the design 
phase. may cause failure to the pipe through hydrostatic collapse during operation. A pipe 
subject to such a failure is shown below in Figure 3-17. Therel(lre. an understanding nf 
the ultimate hydrostatic collapse capacity of the fl exible pipe is required for llt:xiblc 
pipelines operating in both straight and curved configurations. 
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Fi~urr 3-17: Flexible pipe carcass rollapsC' 
The "bent" or curved collapse pressure corresponds to thl.! lkxible being belli to ils 
minimum operational bending radius :MBR). The storage minimum bend mdius (MBR) 
is culculaicd as the minimum bend radius which satisfies ullthc requircm~.:nts or API 17.1. 
including the fOl lowing: 
Maximum a llowable strain between 7.0% and 7.7% in the ~.:xtcmal sheath of the 
structure. The exact percentage of allowable strain is dependent on mal erial type; li.ll' 
PA-l l and polyethylene. the allowable strain is 7.7%. for other thcnnoplastics this 
value reduces to 7%. (API. 2009) 
• The storage MBR shall be at ],:ast l.l times the MBR to cause locking in the 
interlocked layers. (API. 2009) 
As per API 17.1. the operdting MBR !Or static applications (all loading conditions) shall 
be a minimum of 1.0 times the storage MBR. and for dynamic applications (all loading 
conditions) shall be a minimum of 1.5 times the storage MBR. For dynamic applications 
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the safety IUc tor on operating MBR may be reduced from 1.5 to 1.25 for abnormal 
operation and normal operation with accidental loads. 
The design parameters for hydrostatic collapse are the maximum hydrostatic pressure due 
to the water column (inclusive of wave crest). The pipe will be conservatively assumed 
to be empty with atmospheric pressure in the bore in the first instance. In the event that 
the requirl.!d utilization factors are nfol met then the analysis will consider the minimum 
product density for operational / disconneded cases and either partiul or lUll 11ooding lOr 
installation purposes. 
3.4.3.3 Lataal Buckling 
When a flex ible pipe st•ucturc is submitlcd to cyclic bending under high diiTerential 
pressure. tht· annour wires arc su~je\:t to compressive stresses ;md loter:tl displneements 
that may lead to their disorganization and failure. This phenomenon is known as ' lnh: ral 
buckling' of the annour wires. 
To protect the pipeline against lateral bucking, in operation. the minimum allowable 
radius for lateral bucking should be kept less than the design radius. Lateral buckling is 
typically only of concern when the flexible pipe structures are subject to dillCrcntial 
pressures in excess of 50 bar and are subject to cyclic bending. 
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3.4.4 Pipeline Protection in Operation 
3.4.4.1 Dropped Objec:ts lmpacl Rcsislance 
The linear impact resistance of the llexible risers and nowlines to dropped objects is 
detcnnined through finite clement analysis. Calculations of stresses induced by a crushing 
load. und can be used to dctem1ine the maximum impact energy that the pipc can absorb 
by unit length. 
The acceptance criterion typically adapted by industry used to calculutc tht.: maximum 
allowable impact energy is thut the llexible riser o r nowlinc shall resist the maximum 
linear impuct energy that will indw.:l.! a 5% maximum dc!Ormntion in the vault or provide 
a su·css bcyond the allowable. 
Should there be insullicicnt resistance to dropped objects; Dropped Ol~jcct Protc~tion 
(DOP) is added to the pipeline or over the pipeline. 
To provide protection fi·om dropped objects. and sometimes ll·mn abrasion. the most 
typica l type of mechanical protection added to flexible pipes are produds manufactured 
from polyurethane or rubber. ··Spirally Cut Impact Protection'" {SCIP) is secured on the 
pipe with the a id of a banding systl..!rn (Dun/uu·. 2012). This banding is manufactured 
n·om polymer o r metallic materials. SCIP can be produced with high density polyurethane 
to help stabilize flexible pipes. SCIP is shown in Figure 3-1 8. 
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Figun· 3-18: SCIP (Dunhtw, 2012) 
Other types of impact protection. such as the structures seen below in Figure 3- l 9. 
available. which ud as a physical banicr against dropped objects. Such impuct protection 
is typically producl':d nut of aluminum, to take advantage of aluminum's energy absorbing 
prope11ies. 
Figure- 3-19: Dropping Objects Prot{'cfion Structures (Goll<'ns, 2012) 
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3.4.4.2 Cathodic Prorection 
The standard construction of llcxiblc pipes ensures that the load-bearing armour wires arc 
shielded fi·orn internal and external corrosive fluids by them10plastic sheaths. and urc thus 
well protected ll·01n corrosinn. There are. however. cenain events which may cause the 
external sheath to be damaged. such as anchor dragging. which may t ~o:ar tht! external 
sheath and expose the underlying metallic win:s to seawater. It is for this reason llmt 
cathodic protection (C'P) with sacrificml anodes is n01mally applied. Cnthodic protection 
in the !Onn of bracelet anodes. a common type ofCP used for flexible pipel ines. is shown 
in Figure 3-20. 
Figure 3-20: Cathodh: Prott><'tion in Bracci('! A nod(' 1-'orm 
The CP is designed to protect the end fittings and annour wires over the design liiC of the 
llexible structures. The interna l stainless steel carcass is not protected hy the Cr sy~,;tcm 
since it is electrically isolated from hoth the end fittings and am1our wires. This ensures 
that there arc no potential differential corrosion issues between the fl exible lines and the 
carbon steel end fi ttings to which the llcxible structures a re connected. 
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3.4.4.3 011-Bo11om Stabilif.v 
Pipeline on-bottom stability refers to the ability of a pipeline to maintain its gcncml 
position on the seabed under extcmal wave and current forces. If a pipeline docs not have 
suflicient weight to resist imposed hydrodynamic loads. the entire pipeline. or significant 
sections of it may move. On-bottom stability is impo11ant for flowlines, since they arc 
intended to be static. unlike dynamic risers. which are built to move. 
Limited local movement during storms may be acceptable within the dcsig.n: lwwcvcr 
pipeline movement can cause lililurc of the pipeline integrity through overstressing. 
fatigue. or wear I abrasion. The limiting movement criteria should be nmsidcrcd on a 
case-by-case basis and on a longer pipeline it may change along the length of the route. 
Where the pipeline is restrained laterally or within dose proximity of a 1 ix~:d object. zcm 
lateral displacement is desired. The amount oflatcml displacemcntthatmay he pennitll.:d 
will be limited by national regulations. seabed obstruction. the width of the survey 
corridor, the distance from points of rl!straint, etc. 
Pipeline stability is a complex issue involving the combined wave and current loading on 
a pipeline and the corresponding seabed (ge01echnical) restraint. 
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J.S Inspection and Maintenance 
1.5.1 General 
The scope of inspections is to detect degradation o f the ncxiblc pipe which may 
jeopardize the safety of personnel and equipment. which may cause any damage to 
environment. or which may am.~ct the production capacity oft he 13cilitics. Early detection 
of damage and the identification of suitable preventive actions will minimir.c.: the down-
time necessary to pcr!Onn repairs. Guidelines in this section arc based on general 
practices recommended by llex ihle pipeline manufacturers. 
3.5.2 Visual Inspection 
To ensure integrity. the cxtcm al sheath rd' the llcxible pipe. the end linings ;md hcnd 
rcstrictors should be inspected by ROY !(1r cvidcm:c l)f any abrasion dam:1g~.:. tears. 
strudun1l dcl(ltlllation or other anonHJ iics. 
At the location of any trenched or ro;:k dumped area. visual inspection should check li:lr 
the presence of protruding pipe. At the flowline glory ho le locations. which arc spcc ilic to 
olTshore Newlb undland. DOP insta lled on the flexible pipe cxtcmal sheath should be 
inspected by ROV li:1r damage or other anomalies. Figure 3·2 I shows an ROY performing 
such subsea inspection. 
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Fi~;:urt' 3-21: Subsra inspe('Hon p<'rformt'd by ROV (Gnom ron, 2012) 
3.5.1. I Flexible Pipe 
Fh:xiblc pipes should be inspected :.~t <1 minimum once u yc<~r. Addit ion::~ ! inspections 
should be conducted a licr dropped object inc idents or 10 1\owing extreme storm conditions 
(for example, 50-year shmn condition.i). 
The general condition of the extemal sheath should he evaluated to ensure its integrity. 
Any tears in the sheath. such as a tear should be confim1ed as shallow and superficial. not 
to allow a breach and the ingress of water. Such damage may a i1Cct the llcxiblc pipe's 
service life. 
The pipeline should also be inspected for abrasion. Should abrasion be spotted. it should 
be ensured that there is not significant material loss. Mitigating measures can be put in 
place to prevent fUrther abrasion. 
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The possibility of any further visible damage to the pipe should be e liminated. Pigging 
operations can assist in conlirming that there is no reduction in the bore diarndcr in the 
pipe. 
3.5.2.2 End Fillings 
Like llcxiblc pipes. end fittings should be inspected at a minimum once a year. Additional 
inspections should be conducted allcr dropped object incidents. 
The general condition of the end li ttings should he confonncd along with the conditinn of 
the nuts and bolts it cmuains. There should be no evidence of corrosion or crw.:king. leaks 
nr visible danu1ge of any kind. 
Corrosiclll n:quin:s repairs. which arc generally conducted on the dcd of :1 vcssd by the 
manulflcturcr. while leaks indicated failure of the scaling mechanism within the end 
litting·s !lange. namely a gasket in the ease of hub-style end litting llangc:s. or s~.:a l rings 
in the case of larger. bolted flanges. such as an API weld neck or swivel flange. 
3.5.1.3 Bend Resrrictor 
The general condition of a bend restrictor as well as the condition of the nuts and holts it 
contains should be inspected at a minimum frequency of once a year. 
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Bend rcstricto rs along with their nut s and bo lts should be Ji·t.-c of visible corrosion and 
int<Jct "as left" While corrosion may he repaired. any further damage to th..: bend 
restrictors, nuts and bolts generally requires their replacement. 
3.5.3 Maintenance 
.1.5.3. 1 Fh•xiblc Pipe 
Nom1ally no maintenance will be required lOr the ncxiblc pipe during its design liiC. 
For cleaning of the llcxible pipe. a\lcntion must be given to whether the pipe is classilied 
as "rough bore" or ··smooth bore." As previously noted. a llowlinc is considered In be a 
rough bore flex ible pipe structure. when the inm:mlOSt layer is a prolih!d. intcrlodcd 
stainh!ss steel strip. It is possible to usc c h:aning pigs with steel brushes 0 r ahrasivc layers 
qualified hy tb!.! manulilcturcr in situations where the flow rate is dccn.:a:-~ ing in ··rough 
bore .. stnJcturcs. e.g. due to hydrate fimmll ion or wax deposition. 
For flexible pipe in which the internal layer is a thennoplastic tube. "smooth bore." it 
possible to use a cleaning pig made from lOam or polyurethane flat discs. 
Cleaning pigs are available in a variety o f sized and shapes. as shown below in Figure 
3-22. 
Fignr(' 3-22: Flowlin(' rkaning pigs (Fanwst Corrosion, 2:012) 
3.5.3.1 End Firrings 
There is no specilic requirement for maintenance of the end fittings. In cases where the 
end lining tenn ination is discmmcctcd. it should alw<.~ys be protected with <.1 bl ind lbng.c 
or a project-speci fic method in order to protect the ring groove and llangc Jiu.:c. 
3.5.3.3 Bend Res/ric/or 
There is no speci fic requirement for bend rcstrictor maintenance. 
3.6 Repair 
3.6. 1 Flexible Pipe 
It is nonnally not possible to repair a flexible pipe in place. In cases of minor damage to 
the extcmal sheath. the fl exible pipe can be recovered and repaired on board the 
installation vessel. In cases of serious damage. the flexible must be brought onshore lOr 
repair. 
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3.6.2 End Fittings 
Damaged end fillings can be replaced hy rc·tcm1inating the flexible pipe. This operation 
can be done onboard the insta llation vessel afler line recovery. but in some cases must he 
done onshore. Minor damage to the coating or small corrosion can be repaired o!Tshnre. 
3.6.3 Bend Restrictors 
Damage to the bending restrictor will normally be repaired by replacing the faulty 
component. 
3.7 Life Extension and Abandonment 
Once the lire of the llcxiblc is up. the llcx ible may be abandoned ;md n:r.:ovcrcd. If 
required. i.e. if oil reserves deem i1. proli tablc. a new llc.xiblc may be insta lled as :1 
replacement. 
An a lte rnative to abandonment I decommissioning is life extension. whereby the 
conditions during operation are revaluated to dctcnnine whether or not the flexible's life 
may be extended beyond what was initially prescribed. Generally. this may be an option 
if the pipeline was operated at conditions well under the anticipated maximum operating 
conditions upon which the llexible's li fe assessment was initially based. 
Precise record keeping of the operation of the llexible over its design li!C is important in 
this context. Without accurate record keeping. there is nothing to base lifC extension 
calculations on and the assessing party must aga in keep on the side of conservatism and 
assume that the deign lifC of a flexible pipe line is reached after a set pe riod of time. 
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During JiiC extension assessments of Jlexible pipelines. the original engineering design 
checks must be reiterated based on the record of operating data provided by the operator. 
With ageing fields around the world, many operators have turned to this approach and 
have been able to extend the life or their flexible pipelines, realizing significant cost 
savings. This is common in the North Sea, where there arc plenty or ageing assets using 
flexible pipelines. 
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4 Framework for Flexible Pipeline Project Risk Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
Risk and unce11ainty are inherent in all projects. The size. complexity. location and speed 
of a project are all factors in risk assessment. T he evolution of risk management has 
showed continuously more !(x;us on the subject of project risk (Birh•laod. 1005). Clients 
and service contractors are aware of the consequences if work fails to su..:cccd. ThcrciOrc 
u practical way of pcr!Onning business is required to endure within th~.: industry. In this 
section an introduction to risk theory. project risk management and analysis is given. 
The methods conside ring risk and project risk analysis lend to have dilli:rcnt ::~pproachcs 
to whll! kind of risk considered. Pwject risk analysis mainly deals with risb related to 
pnmmcters such as time. cost. quantity and lJuality. Risk analysis methods take into 
consideration risks related to accidenls. 11111111111 loss and ('/IVinmmelllal damage ( ll'alk<'r. 
200]). The main diOCrencc in the methods is that risk analysis tends In cover a broader 
perspective than project risk analysis. 
4.2 Objectives of Project Risk Analysis 
The overall goal of a project from a risk point of view is to identify and establish control 
of the risk factors. The primary goal of a risk analys is is to calculate and evaluate the risk 
associated with operations and compare it against acceptable criteria fOr risk. To execute 
this. it is essential that the purpose and scope of the analysis is clearly ddincd and is in 
uccordancc with the needs of the activity. 
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The purpose of a ll·amcwork is to provide a consistent a nd systematic <1pprnach to risk 
handling in projects to allow pr0j~ct teams to proactively identify and prevent unwanted 
incidents before they occur or by redliCing the impact of them if they occur. Risks need to 
be continuously assessed throughout the project as the nature. probability. and impact of' 
risks change by phase and activity. The outcome o f a project risk analysis shall give a 
picture of a ll critical situat ions and thereby make a better foundation lOr decisimHnaking. 
4.3 Guidelines for Project Risk Analysis 
A lhuncwork lOr handling projc1:1 risks is provided in DNV-RP-H IOI: ''Risk 
Mtmugcm('llf in Morine - (/1/(1 Suhset1 Opemtion\·, .. where detailed guidelines for plnnning 
and handling project risks are explained. This recommended practice provides u SJh.'c.:ilie 
procedure 10r handling project risk in marine operations. giving a varied view o f specific 
tools and processes in the core of the 1isk analysis. It can be applied to handle project risk 
analysis e!Tectively. 
T he table helow is presented based on the DNV recommended pmctice, DNV-RP-H 101. 
It can be seen that use of the matrix involves making judgments of event likelihoods (in 
JOur categories covering remote to frequent) and event consequences {in four categories 
ranging fi·om illness/slight injury to f;ua\ity. This matrix also includes the risk tolerability 
criteria (i.e. high - unacceptable risks. low - broadly acceptable risks. and the area in 
between - medium- the ALARP or tolerability region). The matrix is used as a tool lOr 




Rcputmion A B 
(Negative Remote 
Exposure) (< 10-~/yr) 
D4 
Medium: The risk should be reduced. if possible . 
.. Unacceptable risk. 
rigur" 4-1: l~isk /\latrix Aecording to ON\'.RP-11101 
The risk management proce:-;s described in this recommended practice is appl i~:ablc li.1r 
each aspcct of the business activity and focuses at each lt:vd of decision making. 
4.4 Project Risk Analysis Process 
Risk analysis can be pcrfonncd through various methods. The choice of mctlwd depends 
on the end factors being an:.~ lyzcd. such as the projects" dilliculty. schedule and budget. 
While some standards (such as BS 6079) recommend using a set of guide words lOr each 
step of the process of the risk analysis. DNV-RP-HIOI recommends a guidance 
framework in the fonn of a series or steps describing how the analysis should be 
conducted. An adaptation of this framo:work is shown below: 
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As apparent above. DNV recommend~ the I(Jllowing liw steps lOr management or risks 
within marine operations: 
~Establish a process plan. This includes defining the scope and context of whut to 
be nnalyzcd. This step specifics what is at risk and why the risk exists. DNV emphasizes 
that the risk analysis is planned in accordance with the development and conduct of the 
activity. This conlirms that the risk studies are used actively in the design and 
implementation of the activity. 
Step 2: Establish acceptance and screening criteria. This second step contains risk 
identification, determines the sources of risks and defines elements or the risk. 
Step 3: PerlOrm an overall risk assessment of the operations to define them within low 
(L), medium (M) or high (H) potential risk categories. This third step is the risk analysis 
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itself. DNV lists several methods of risk analysis applicable under this step: FMECA is 
listed as applicable technique which \\·ill be explored late r in this thesis. 
Step 4: Based on concluded potential risk category a detailed risk identilication program 
should be established. This step evaluates the risks. 
Step 5: Based on risk category and findings from the risk identification program. the 
potential risk is reduced to an acccp!able level through specific actions :md risk reduc ing 
activities. This step defines how we treat the outcome of the risk analysis and identifies 
likelihood of occu1Tcnce and potential con!->cquences of the risks. should they occur. 
The above evaluation is thus suitable to determine which risks take the highest priority. 
which risks require fun her studies and which risks need less auention. 
4.5 Qualitative Risk Assessment 
Qualitative risk assessment deals with risk identification and serves as an initi<JI risk 
assessment for a project. The ubjective of qualitative risk analysis is to idt!ntify the 
sources o f risk and describe their potentia l consequences. Generally. this type o f analysis 
is illustrated through risk matrices. where the probability u f occun·encc and consequences 
arc represented as risk. 
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4.6 Quantitative Risk Assessment 
Unlik~ qualitative risk assessment. quantitative analysis uses numerical scales to quantify 
the risks. Fault analysis is an example of a quantitative method. Access to n:liablc and 
cuncnt input iniOnnation is required to be able to conduct this ana lysis. O llShorc 
experience databases generally do no t have the required infonnat ion as input to risk 
analysis with regard to flexible pipelines. and therefore llexible pipeline risk analysis is 
more suitable lOr qualitative techniques. 
4.7 Discussion 
The approach J()r evaluation of project risk should be designated based on the nature or 
the projcr:t being analyzed. ThcrclOn:. risk evaluation and risk approximation is largdy 
pr~jcct spcc ilic. There urc several approuches lix d~.:al ing with risk compt1nents: hoth 
qu;tlitntivc and quantitative mcthmh may he used. For llexible pipe <1pplie:llion~. 
qunlit:llive methods arc more appropriate due to the lack of detailed llcxihlc pipel ine 
historicul operational infOrmation uva ilable in industry databases. 
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5 FMECA: Qualitative Project Risk Analysis for Flexible Pipelines 
5.1 Introduction 
The Failure Mode and EHCcts and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) method is the lirst step 
in a system reliability analysis. It involves review o f components, assemblies and 
subsystems to discover fai lure modes. causes, and their cni!cts (Birkeland. 1005). Using 
FMECA. there is no need !Or advanced analyt ical skills to (lbtain satisl3ctory results 
(Rausaml <'I a/.. ]004). While the !OctiS of a FMECA is exclusively on tcchni~.:a l failures. 
its case of usc makes it an cfTcctivc tool to analyze project risks as well. 
5.2 FMECA Objectives: 
The object ives of the FMECA arc to: 
• lch:ntify potential IJilurc modes th<lt may lead to unwanted ctli!cts within the d~.·lincd 
boundaries o f the system being an:dyzcd: 
Evaluate corresponding potential consequences on equipment and system considered: 
Rank each failure accordingto a criticality category of failure e ll'ect and occum:nce. 
Establish mitigation actions to suppress or contro l the critical risks. 
The installation phase is considered in the FMECA only when Failure Mode and I or 
F<.~ ilure Mechanism are undetectable <.~nd may lead to failure during service liiC. Any 




FMECA is a systemat ic methodology to identifY and help improve inherent reliability of 
a system. It is an iterative process nf identifying historical or potential l:Iilurc modes. 
assessing their probabilities of occurrence and their cOCcts on sa!Cty I environment nnd 
assets. iso lating the causes. and dctennining corrective actions or preventive measures. 
The method consists of severa l step~;. which arc recognizably consistent with the five 
steps outlined in DNV-RP-H I 01 fOr p:·oject risk ana lysis : 
Step 1: 
System definition (function and c0mponent breakdown): 
Oclinition of boundaries of the studied system: 
Step 2: 
ld entilication of risks. i.e. lililure modes (including operationa l and cnvironmcnt:1l 
conditions at the moment of the failure); 
Step 3: 
• Assessment of the effect (local efkct and global c1Tcct at system level): 
Ident ifi cation of means of the failure: 
Step 4: 
Classification of severity (sec Table 5-l ); 
Classification of probability of occurrence (see Table 5-2): 
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Step 5: 
• Dete1111ination of the criticality (...:ombining probability of occurrence <~nd severity) 
based on the Risk Matrix defined hereafter (see Table 5-3): 
• Dete1mination of corrective actions. when necessary I appropriate. 
5.4 FMECA Steps 
This section applied the li ve steps defi ned above to the case of a ncxiblc pipeline. 
5.4.1 Step I 
The system ddlnition must be given in this step. II is dclincd as follows l(lr llcxihlc 
pipelines: 
The llcxiblc structure !Or this case stud y is assumed to consist of all luycrs outlined 
below. including: 
• Inner interlocked ca rcass 
• Pressure sheath 
• Pressure vau lts and Armour Laycn 
• Anti-Wear Tapes 
• Hi gh Strength Tapes 
• Extemal Sheaths 
The function of these components of the ncxible pipe has been explained previously in 
Section 3.1.1. 
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Definition of boundaries of the studied system is also required in this step. T his case 
study for fl exible pipelines is assumed tcnninatcd with end fillings of standard design. No 
other ancillary equipment will be considered. 
5.4.2 Step 2 
Identification of risks I failure modes should be evaluated lOr the entire lilC cycle of a 
flexible pipe. Below is a general discussion of hazard associated with flexible pipes 
during each stage of a llcxiblc pipe's lifecycle. These hazards may be llH1hcr translated to 
fa ilure modes of the flex ible pipes. 
5.4.2.1 Design and Constmction Stage 
Design UnL·et'lttiJI~l': 
Discrepancies and neoconservative a3sumptions on operating C{mciiticllls ut tbl.' dl.!sign 
stage may lead to failure of the pipeline through operation. Where unknown parameters 
exist. the design engineer should CIT onth~ side ofconseJVatism in all cases. Ofpm1ieular 
impm1ancc are design and operating pressures and temperatures, estimation of the sour 
gas components in the design fluid and the pipeline's required design life. 
Design ami Opemling Pressures and Temperature.,·: 
Design pressure and temperature define limits with respect to material selection. such as 
thermoplastic sheath and high-strength tape selection. while operating pressures and 
tempemtures determine time-related ellCcts on the flexible pipe throughout its design lifC. 
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Mataio! Compatihili~l·: 
The metallic layers of a flexible pipe arc qualified to resist cc11ain levels of free oxygen. 
chloride. hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide. While there is some overlap in the 
qualilication limits of the metallic materials, often. step changes between material grades 
arc discrete and are pat1icularly important in the steel annulus of the llcxible pip!.!. Due to 
the c!Tccts of the con lined environment created between the voids of the thcrn1oplastic 
sheaths. the conditions of the annulus must be c:~lculatcd with precision and conlidi.!nC\.'. 
Tnmsported Fluid om/ Annulus Enviromm'nl DciC'rmiiUtlion: 
Detcnnination of the annulus environment invn lves completinn of a number of key steps. 
First. the lluid which is tmnsportecl through the bore o f the llexiblc pipe must he 
ur.:curutcly n:presented. Typically, flu ids compositions arc provided by operators at 
standard e0nditions (tempcn.nurcs and pressures) or at maximum operating conditions. 
represented in molar percentages. The delinition of the souring gas components (H:-S and 
CO~) may be presented within the globallluid or in required design levels outside of the 
global lluid (either percentages or ppm). which must be then worked into the global fluid 
composition at the maximum opcratir1g temperatures and pressures. lfthc lluid involves 
a design level of H2S. il is imp011am to sec if that level should be treated in its g.asc<lUS 
composition. These points are required in order to accurately represent the working flu id. 
Once the global composition of the fluid is dctcmtincd. the PVT (pressure. volume. 
temperature) calculations should be completed to represent the gaseous constituents in 
partial pressures or tilgacitics. Fugucitics arc corrected partial pressures, which arc 
applicable to non· ideal gases. 
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DifTusion analysis is then completed taking the pm1ial pressures or IUgacitics as inputs. 
DifTusion considers how the gases dilfusc across the pressure sheath ofth~.: structure and 
into its annulus. creating a unique environment. with a separate pH than that of the bore. 
The resu lts or diOUsion analysis can then he used to ensure materials arc selected which 
arc compatible to the environment and to gauge corrosion behavior oft he 11cxiblc pipe. 
The environmental clll.'\:ts on llcxihle pipe design are impo11ant and sll<luld he dearly 
deli ned prior to the design stage. A profile nf the temperature gradient through the water 
column is imponant for thcnnal :malysis or the pipe: typically. a specific overall hl-~11 
translCr cocflicicnt is wrgt:tcd to cn~urc flow :~ssurancc. T~:mpcratun:s or thl..' I..'Xh:rnnl 
environment arc pankularly important in this context. 
The maximum water depth and a representative wave scalier diagram or the area arc 
needed to calculate the potential of hydrostatic collapse of the 11cxiblc pipe and to 
properly size the can.:ass to resist this collapse. These parameters. in additicm to wave 
particle-motion velocities und seabed current, are needed in the dctem1ination o r on-
bottom stability. 
5.4.2.2 Installation Risks 
lnstallution must be considered an >!ssential pm1 or a flex ible pipeline's life cycle. 
"Installation phase is critical fOr llcxible pipes. They arc vulnerable fOr external loads. 
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and must be handled with care." (PASN, 2008). Pipelines may be optimised to 
accommodate in-place design and operating conditinns but be dinicult to install. 
rendering it not a ICasihlc solution for operators. The following considerations arc 
required for a successful installation campaign: 
Choice o("lnsra/JaJitm Equipm('/11: 
Installation equipment selection depends on water depth and the required laying tension. 
For deeper water or when high tensions arc needed. a Vertical Lay System (VLS) is olkn 
pre!CtTed to installat ion over a chute. 
Vcsscl deck space and capacity should he invcstigmcd prior to decision whether the 
!lc~iblc product should he supplied on reels or l(lr largcr supplies. on a carousel. 
Ancillary C<[Uipmenl to be installed (stillCners. etc .) should be worked into thl! ollShnrc 
procl!durcs and schedules: oflen. handing or anc illary equipment requires adhcrciKC Ill 
special procedures in additional to those related to strictly the Oexiblc pipe and requires 
extra offshore time. 
M('c:lwnical Properties (lthe l·kxihh! Pip(!; 
The Ocxiblc pipe c rushing resistance should be evaluated in order to set installatiml 
tensions related to the capacity of the llcxiblc pipe to res ist deformation. If the pipe has a 
low tolerance to crushing. special instnllation equipment may be required. 
A series of lay steps should be identified through detailed installation analysis in order to 
specify Oexiblc pipeline payout at a specific tension. vessel movements and handling 
operating such that the mechanical prope11ies of the flexible pipe. namdy MBR. arc 
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adhered to during the lay sequence. This type of analysis is generall y conducted ll:1r a 
range of scastates spcc ilic to the fi e ld. 
Pipeline Protcclhm Required: 
Additional o!Tshore time related to installation of pipeline protection {wea k links). rock 
dumping or trenching nct..xl s to be considered in the o!Tshore budget and schedule. 
5.4.2.3 Operatiomd Risks 
During operation. the most cruc ia l considerati ons arc related to how dosdy operation in 
the fi eld relates to what was spccilicd as expected operation at the des ign siUgc . 
As previously stated. the f(lllowing data should be coll ected on n routine basi s and 




Pressure test hi story 
Stonn fi·equency and durations 
Chemical inj ection records 
Pipe line movements 
Increasing or dec reasing temperatures. pressures and llow rates will ha ve an dlCct on the 
integrity of the llexible pipeline, in tenns of the rate of COITosion, thcnnoplastic and 
sheath ageing. 
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Changing the chemical inj ecti on prolilc frnm what W<IS prescribed at the time or design 
may ha ve a negative c!Tect on the ncxi blc pipe: each welled sur!Ucc of the llcx ibk 
(namely the carcass and pressure shc;.~th ) should be eva luated !Or compatibility with the 
inje-cted chemi cal prior to its usc. 
5.4.2.4 Risks during Inspection and Maintenance ofF/exible Pipelines 
The fl·equency of inspection campaigns is seen as critical in mainta ining llcxibl c pipeline 
integrity. Any anomalies identilied shou ld be rectified promptly in order to ensure that 
degradation of the pipeline docs not occur. 
5.4.3 Step 3 
This step requires .. identifi cation of mcu ns of the failure." This is n.:kvant to the failure 
causes li.lr llcx iblc pipes. Flex ible pipe potent iaiiU ilurc causes arc li sted below. 
• Collapse of carcass and/or pressun: am10ur due to excessive tension 
Co llapse of carcass and/or pressure am1our due to extemal pressure 
• Collapse of carcass and/or pressure armour due to installation loads or ovalizing due 
to installation loads 
• Collapse of carcass due to trapped gases during rapid depressurization 
• Dropped object impact 
• Erosion or con·osion of carcass profil e due to transpo11cd fluid 
• Vio lation ofMBR during installation 
• Damage to carcass caused by through flowline too l 
• Rupture of pressure am10urs due to excess interna l pressure 
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• Rupture of tensi le armours due to excess intema l pressure 
• Rupture of pressure sheath due to inadequate thick ness. high and low temperature or 
loss of support ing layers 
Bore fluid not compatible with prt:,ssure sheath polymer 
• Ruptu re of tensile annours due to excess tension 
Excessi ve marine growth g iving rise to increased top tension 
• ln ~,;o rrect lay-angle I tolerance 
• High reverse end cap loads (note that thi s is mostl y s ignificant in dl'cp water 
application) 
• Excessive bending in riser configu ration 
lncotTect handli ng / mec hanica l damage during installation 
• Failure of tensi le annour wires 
Collapse of carcass and I or internal pressure va ult 
Bird-caging of tensi le armour wires 
Excessive sand level and transported fluid veloc ity 
Corrosion of carcass 
• Aggressive production fluids 
Corrosion of pressure o r tensile am1our exposed to sea water 
Corrosion of pressure or tensil e am10ur ex posed to difrused product 
Abrasion 
ROY contact during inspection operations 
Wear at the ex it of t he J-tube 
Damage during pull-in in the J-tube 
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• Topside incident resulting in loss (lfload ovcrsidc to subsea 
• Internal damage due to through llowlinc tool 
Additionally. this step requires '·assessment of the effect." This is releva nt to the failure 
modes for flexible pi pes. Failure modes resulting from the nbovc failure causes arc listed 
below. 
• Carcass and pressure armour collapse 
• Pipel ine burst and pressure sheath rupture 
Tensile fD.ilurc of armour wires 
Compressive failure of ten si le arm ;)ur 
Owrbending 
Torsionul failure of armour wires 
Erosion of carcass 
Cnrrosion of carcass 
Corrosion of pressure armour and tensile annour 
Damage to the external sheath 
• Damage due to dropped object impacts 
Damage to the end fitting 
5.4.4 Step4 
This step requires classilication of the severity. Classification of severity for the purposes 





3: Sig:ni licant 
4: Severe 
5: Catastrophic 
lhrm to People 
First Aid Injury 
Medical Treatment 
Restricted Work Case 
Day-away-from-work 
C<1se I Tcmpomry or 
pennanent p<~rtial 
disability 
Single Fatnlity I Injury 
resulting in pennancnt 
and severe disnbility. 
May prevent Opemtional 
Safety Case acceptance. 
Multiple Fatalities I 
Multiple serious injuries 
Likely to prevent 
operational Safety Case 
acceptance. 
Environml'nt 
Within site boundary. No significant 
environmental impact. Easily 
controlled I recovered bv worksite. 
Within site boundary. ShorHenn 
environmental im Jact. 
Outside the site boundary. 
Localized pollution giving rise to 
significant environmental impact but 
unlikely to last beyond I month. 
Rccovery/rehabilitntion may n:quirc 
c."~:tcrnal assistance. 
Extended the exceeding of license 
conditions & I or uncolllrollcd 
rc iC<tSC. 
Signilicnnt cnvironmcmnl impilcl 
beyond the site boundary unlikely to 
last beyond 12 months. 
R t:covery/rehabi I it at ion requ1rcs 
extcnwl assistnnce 
MCl~sivc & uncontrolled release with 
significant environmental impact 
extending well beyond site boundary. 
Chronic pollution resulting in damage 
lnstin • more than 12 months. 
Tabl<' 5-1: S('V<'rity Ciass<>s 
Damag(' 
lnsigni1icant damage to 
plant & equipment 
Limited damage to 
1lant & Cl uipmcnt 
Signilicmll dm1wgc to 
local area or essent ial 
plant & equipment 









Joss of installation 
For each fa ilure mode, the most critic:al criterion is considered between hann to people. 
environment and damage. and it is ranked highest in the severity ranking. 
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CI<J:-;sili~<~tion ofprohabi li ty ofnccum~nce (sl.!c Table 5-2): 




E: Very Likely 
5.4.5 Step 5: 
Pre-M itigatio-n (Existing control measures) 
To the best knowledge of the risk assessment team the hazmd has not 
occurred within industry. 
To the best kn0wlcdge of the risk assessment team the hazard has 
occurred within industry at least once 
To the best knowledge of the risk assessment team the hazmd occurs 
annually within industry. 
To the best knowledge of risk assessment team the hazard regularly 
occurs more th;m once a year. 
To the best knowledge of risk asscssmcnttemn the ha:t ..<l rd is predicted 
to occur at least once during course of the work unless changes me 
made. 
Tahlt' 5-1: J>rubability Classt's 
T his step in volves det ermination or the criticality (combining probabi lit y or (~Currence 
and severity) and can be based on the Ri sk Matrix defi ned hercalkr (sec Table 5-J): 
Tabl t> S-3: Risk Matrix 
- : Tolerable but reasonable mitigation measures should not be ignored . 
Medium (M): Tolerable but ALARP Principles must be demonstrated. 
-Action plan is manda tory fOr risk identified as high . 
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Determination of correcti ve actions, when ncccssmy I appropriate. is a lso rcquir!.!d o f thi s 
step . Mitiga ting act ions arc spcci lir.: to each fai lure mode of the ll cx iblc pipe. Thi s is 
further ex plained in the case study, below. 
5.5 Case Study 
This case study eva luates the mai n failu re modes of a llcxible pipeline used lOr subsea 
production, eval uates th e effect of these failure modes and li sts mitigating measures which 
may be introduced during each stage of the fl ex ible's life cycle to prevent the 1:1ilurc mode 
fl·om occ urring. Wi thin thi s case study. the live steps outlined <.~hove f()[' conduction of a risk 
ana lysis will be used in o rd er to compl ete the FMECA: 
5.5. 1 Failure Mode - Carcass and Pressure Annour Coll apse 
5.5.1.1 Failure Causes 
Collapse of carcass and/or pressure armour due to excess ive tension 
Coll apse of carcass and/or pressure annour due to external pressure 
• Coll apse of carcass and/or pressure armour due to insta ll ation loads or ova lizing due 
to installation loads 
Collapse of ca rcass du e to trapped gases during rapid depressuri zation 
Propped object impact 
Erosion or corrosion of carcass profile due to transpor1ed lluid 
• Vio lation of MBR during installation 
• Damage to carcass caused by through llowlinc tool 
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5.5.1.2 Failure 1~1,/(!cts 
• Pipe blockage 
• Damage o f pressure sheath layer and Joss of containment 
5.5.1 .3 Miligating Actio11s and Conlrofs 
5.5.1.3.1 Design and Construction Sta8C 
• Selection of carcass I pressure vault materials and sizes and material quul i li~.:ation 
Hydrostatic collapse analysis 
Crushing resistance analysis 
5.5.1 .3.2 Jnslt/1/alion Sragc 
Reel <lrum I chute radius specification such that the llc.xible"s MBR is not hrcachcd 
• Limitutions on instal lation cnvironmenwl conditions and consClJUCntly inst:.~llatinn 
tensions 
5.5.1 .3.3 Operation Stage 
• Limits on depressurization rates 
5.5. 1.3.4 Inspection and Mainlcnance Stage 
• Limit the activities within riser layout sector of the platlbnn to minimi ze risk of 
dropped object 
• Provision of guidelines relating to the use of pigs and other through flowline tools. 
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5.5.1.4 Summm:r 
• Since the failure causes arc plentiful and have been seen in indust ry yc<1 rl y (i.e. 
dropped objects). the probability is classified as C. 
• Since the severity of the failure mode may be signilicant, it is given a severity rating 
of3. 
• Together, C3 translate to a risk rating of Medium (M). 
5.5.1 Failure Mode- Pipeline Burst and Pressure Sheath Rupture 
5.5.2.1 Failure Causes 
• Rupture of prcssun.: armours due to excess internal pressure 
Rupture of tensi le armours due to excess internal pressu re 
Rupture o f pressure sheath due to inadequate thickness. high and low h:rnpcrat urc (lr 
l0ss of supporting layers 
Bore lluid not compatible with pressure shea th polymer 
• Violation of MBR (pressure annour unlocking) 
5.5.2.2 Failure fl:{{Ccts 
• Pipe fai lure I leak 
5.5.2.3 Mitigating Actions /Conlrols 
5.5.2.3. 1 Design and Cons/met ion Stage 
• Selection of pressure vau lt material and sizes and material qualification 
• Stress ana lys is under operating, design and factory acceptance test conditions 
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• Manulacturing tolerances 
5.5.2.3.2 Installation Stage 
• Installation ana lysis ensuring MBR is not compromised during installation operations 
5.5.2.3.3 Operation Stage 
Limits on operating pressures and temperatures and MBR 
Chemica l compatibility assessment of pressure sheath polymers 
5.5.2.4 Swnmm:v 
• Since the failure ca uses are ptentilUI and ha ve been seen in industry. the probability is 
classilicd as B. 
Since the severity of the tai\ure mode may be significant. it is g iven a severity ruling 
of3. 
5.5.3 Failure Mode - Tensile Failure of Annour Wires 
5.5.3.1 Failure Causes 
• Rupture of tensile am1ours due to excess tension I pressure 
Excessive marine growth g ivi ng ri se to increased top tension 
lnconect lay-angle I tolerance 
Corrosion of tensile annours 
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5.5.3.2 Failure FJ!ec!s 
• Pipe failure 
5.5.3.3 Miligating Actions and Controls 
5.5.3.3.1 Design and Construction Stage 
• Selection of atmour wire material and thickness and qu<Jlification 
Stress analysis under operating. design, installation and factory acceptance test 
conditions 
Control of manufacturing tolerance on lay angle and gap 
5.5.3.3.2 Operation Stage 
• Cathodic protection by aluminium anodes 
5.5.3.4 Summru:r 
Since the failure causes are not typically seen in industry. the probability is clt~ssilicd 
as A. 
Since thc severity of the fai lure mode can be localized to just the one pipdim:. it is 
given a severity rating of2. 
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5.5.4 Fai lure Mode - Compress ive Fai lure of Tensile Annour 
5.5.4. I Failure Causes 
• Hi gh reverse end cap loads (ncote that thi s is mostly significant in dL>cp water 
application) 
5.5.4.1 Failure EJfCcts 
• Bird~caging of tensi le armour wires 
Latera l buckling of am10ur wires 
• Rupture of external sheath 
• Dam<~gc to pressu re sheath layer and loss of conta inment 
5.5.4.3 Mitigating Actions and Conlrols 
5.5.4.3. 1 Design and Construe/ion Stage 
Selection of high strength tape composition to rest rain am1our bird-caging 
Reverse end cap ana lys is 
5.5.4.4 Summm:v 
Since the failure cause is unl ikely. the probability is class ilicd as B. 
Since the seve rity of the failure mode may be significant, it is given a severity rating 
of3. 
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5.5.5 Failure Mode- Ovcrbending 
5.5.5.1 Failure Causes 
• Excessive bending in riser conligurati on 
• Incorrect handling during insta llat ion 
5.5.5.2 Failure E.f/i.'cts 
High strain of extemal sheath 
Cracking of the external sheath 
Unlock ing of interlocked pressure or tens il e am10ur layer 
• Rupture of interna l pressure sheat h due to excessive creep th r0ugh unloc ked pressure 
armour 
Pipe lUi lure / leak 
5.5.5.3 Mitigating Actions and Controls 
5.5.5.3.1 hista/lation Stage 
• Limits on bend radi us 
Drum I c hute radius greater than MBR 
• Simulation o f installation operation to assess the bend radius and review o f 
installation procedure 
Adherence to MBR 
5.5.5.4 Summmy 
• Si nce the failure ca uses been seen in industry. the probab ility i:-; classilicd as C. 
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Since the severity of the fa ilure mode may be significa nt. it is given a severity rating 
of3. 
Together, C3 translate to a risk rating of Medium (M). 
5.5.6 Failure Mode - Torsional Fa ilure of Annour Wires 
5.5.6. 1 Failure Casucs 
• Failure of tensile annou r wires 
Coll apse ol\:arcass and I or internal pressure vault 
Bird-caging of tensile armour wires 
5.5.0.1 Failure E.ffi'cls 
• Pipe loops during insta llation 
5.5.6.3 Mitigaling Aclions and Controls 
5.5.6.3.1 Design and Cons/me/ion Stage 
• Torque ba lance design (2 tensile arn10ur wires cross wou nd in opposite direction) 
5.5.6.3.1 lnstallalion Stage 
• Insta llation ana lys is I procedure 
5.5.6.4 Summm:v 
Since the failure cause isn't typic<~lly seen in industry, the probability is dassi li ed us 
B. 
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Since the severity of the fai lure mode is not seen as detrimental to the pipe, it is given 
a severity rating of2. 
,, 
5.5 .7 Failure Mode ~ Erosion of Carcass 
5.5. 7.1 Failure Causes 
• Excessive sand level and transported fluid velocity 
5.5. 7.2 Failure f:J.jecls 
• Thinning and coll apse of carcass 
5.5. 7. 3 Mitigating Actions and Controls 
5.5. 7.3.1 Dcs(!!,n and Crmstructiun Stage 
Selection of carcass muterial and size 
• Erosion due to sand taken into account in the design 
5.5. 7.3.2 Opaation Stage 
• Usc of sand screens 
5.5. 7.4 Summw:v 
• Since the failure causes been seen in industry, the probability is cl<~ssified as C. 
• Since the severity of the failure mode may be signilicant it is given a severity rating 
of3. 
Together, C3 translate to a risk rating of Medium (M). 
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5.5.8 Failure Mode - C'01msion of Carcass 
5.5.N. I Failure Causes 
Corrosion of carcass 
Aggressive production fluids 
5.5.8.2 Failure Effi>cts 
Collapse of carcass 
Pipe failure 
5.5.8.3 Miligating Actions and Controls 
5.5./\.4 Design and Cons/merion Swge 
• Selection of carcass material and size 
5.5.R.4.1 Opcrmion Stage 
• Corrosion inhibitor 
5.5.8.5 Summm:v 
• Since the failure cause is seen in industry. the probability is classified as C. 
• Since the severi ty of the failure mode may be detrimental to the pipe. it is given a 
severity rating of3. 
• Together, C3 translate to a risk rating of Medium (M). 
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5.5.9 Failure Mode- Corrosion ofPre~sure Amrour and Tensile Armour 
5.5.Y.I Failure Causes 
Corrosion of pressure or tensile am10ur exposed to sea water 
Con·osion of pressure or tensi le amwur exposed to dii'IUsed product 
5.5.9.2 Failure E.ffi'cls 
Failure of pressure vault and tensile wire 
• Pipe failure 
5.5.9.3 Mitigating Actions and Controls 
5.5. 9.3.1 Design and Construction Stage 
Cathodic protection system 
• Selection of wire material 
co~ Corrosion analysis of am10ur~ in damaged condition (flooded annulus) 
5.5.Y.4 Swnmm:v 
• Since the failure cause is seen in industry, the probability is classified as C. 
• Since the severity of the failure mode may be detrimental to the pipe. it is given a 
severity rating of3. 
• Together, C3 translate to a risk rating of Medium (M). 
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5.5. 1 0 Fa il ure Mode - Damage to the External Sheath 
5.5./0. I Failure Causes 
• Abras ion 
• Dropped Object 
Mec hanica l damage during install ation 
ROY contac t during in spection operations 
Wea r at the ex it of the .l·tubc 
Damage during pull-in in the .1 -tubl..! 
5.5.10.2 Failure E.'fkcts 
• Ingress of sea wa ter in annu lus due to cxtcrnal sheath damage 
• External sheath becomes brittle and weak 
5.5. 10.3 Mitigaling Actions and Cowrols 
5.5. 10.3.1 Design and Construe/ion Stage 
Selection of abrasive resistance materi al 
Addition of a protect ive sheath 
5.5. 10.3.2/nsta//ation Stage 
Adherence to installation procedu res 
• Externa l sheath repair personnel and kit present on board during insta llation 
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5.5.11J.3.3 Operating Stage 
• PlmiOnn operating procedures and competence assurance schemes 
5.5.10.4 Summm:v 
Since the failure cause is seen in industry, the probability is classified as C. 
Since the severity of the failure mode isn't seen as completely detrimental to the pipe. 
it is given a severi ty rating of 2. 
5.5.1 1 Failure Mode- Damage due to Dropped Object Impacts 
5.5. I 1.1 Failure Cause.\· 
• Topside incident resu lting in loss orload ovcrsidc to subsea 
5.5. I/.] Faifun• l~f(i.•cts 
Damage to flexible pipe cxtcmal sheath 
Damage to end fitting 
Flexible pipe or end fitting failure 
• Damage to pressure armour and tensile arn1our 
5.5. 11.3 Mitigating Actions and Col/trois 
5.5. 1 1.3. I Design and Construction Stage 
• Crushing impact resistance ana lysis 
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5.5. 1 1.3.2 Operatio11al S!agc 
Operational controls and restrictions from Platform procedures J permits to work. 
Dropped Object Impact Protection 
5.5.11.4 Summm:v 
Since the failure cause is seen in industry, the probability is classified as C'. 
• Since the severity of the failure mode may be detrimental to the pipe, it is given a 
severity nning or 3. 
• Together, C3 translate to a risk rating of Medium (M). 
5.5.12 Failure Mode - Damage to the E:1<J Fitting 
5.5.12.1 Failure Causes 
• Abrasion 
Dropped Objed 
Mechanical damage during installation 
ROY contact during inspcrtion operations 
Internal damage due to through flowline tool 
5.5.12.2 Failure FJ/ccts 
Damage to internal / extem<:~l corrosion coating and excessive corrosion of end lilting 
• Release of bore fluids due to end fitting failure 
Structural failure of end fitting body 
• Ingress of sea wuter into annulus due to cxtcmal sheath crimping failure 
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5.5.12.3 Miligating Actions and Cotllrofs 
5.5. I 2.3.1 Design and Construction Sf(rgc 
• Select ion of appropriate end filli ng steel 
5.5. 12.3.2 lnslallation S1age 
• Adherence to installation I handlin g procedures 
5.5.12.3.3 Opcraling Stage 
• Platfo rm operati ng procedures and co mpetence assurance sc hemes 
5.5.11.4 Inspection and Mainlcmn1ce S!C!J!,<' 
• Provision of gui dance relating to the usc of through llowlinc too ls 
5.5.12.5 SIIIIIIIIWl' 
Since the fa il ure ca use is seen in ind ustry. the probability is c lass ified as C'. 
Since the severity o f the fa ilure mode may be detrimental to the pipe. it is g iven a 
severity rating of 3. 
Together, C3 translate to a risk rating of Medium (M) . 
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5.6 Discussions of Results 
Through the FMEC'A approach to ri:.;k analysis. fa ilure modes !Or llcxihlc pipes were 
identified and the h!vcl of risk associated with each fa ilure mode was ranked. To rank the 
risks. Table 5-1 tn Table 5-3 have been used. which define levels of severity and 
probability. These matrices fol low guidelines presented in DNV-RP-H 10 1 for project risk 
analysis and have been adapted to su itably assess risk in the context of llex ible pipelines. 
This case study has identified twdw !ailure modes for fl exible pipdincs. From these 
twdve failure modes. 58% represent medium risk scenarios and 42% n:pn:scnt low risk 
scenarios. No high risks have been idl!rlti licd. These results arc presented in Figun.:: 5- 1. 
Risk Associated with Flexible Pipe Failure Modes 
58% 




Since risks associated with a ll fai lure modes have been classilicd as "Low" or 'Medium:· 
the use of llexible pipe lines and ancillmy equipment docs not present any unacceptable 
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risk. as analyzed in the context of this case study. According to this risk ranking. no 
action plan is mcmdatm:F. however. actions I recommendations haw been delincd when 
possible to flll1her mitigate the risk. 
This case study suppm1s the usc of flexible pipes. such as in FPSO applications. but 
recognizes that risk mitigation actions must be evaluated at each stage of the tlcxihle 
pipes· lifecycle. Controls available at these stages should be implemented to reduce risk. 
Current risk mitigation measures place particular lOcus on adhcrcm:c to opcrationul 
guidclincs and their contributions to the prevention of llcxiblc pipdinc risks. Futun: 
trending in llcxible pipeline engineering suggests technological advances mily aid in 
further reduction of the risks idcntilicd in this case study. Such future trends will he 
discussed in the IOilowing chapter. 
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6 Future Trends for Flexible Pipe 
6.1 General 
As existing oil and gas fie lds become depleted, oi l companies move into deeper waters. 
expand existing offshore fields with satellite wel ls and try extracting more oil Jl·om 
ex isting fi elds by using enhanced o il n.-covcry technologies (NKT. 201 I). 
The market is also approach ing an age when the design and guara nteed liiC o f ex isting 
onShore instal lat ions arc wearing out and there is a growi ng need to replace ex isting 
pipes. Al l these factors ind icate a rising market for fl exib le pipes (NKJ: ]OJ/). 
The progression o f material engineering and the advancement of the understanding of the 
structural acti on of subsea pipes haw led to an increasing usc of flexible pipeline systems 
which is predicted to ex pand the limits offuturc subsea engineering. 
The below figure, Figure 6- 1, indicates the current and anticipated future capabilities in 
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<1.2 Risk Rcduftion Tcchnolo~ics 
New ll. :chnologics arc being employed to dt.!al with thc risks posed hy llexiblc pipes. 1-k at 
tracing is being incorporated in to !hi.! walls of the lkxiblc pipe structures to ensure that 
operational temperatures arc being controlled and rcl~orded properly. This will hdp in !hi.! 
reduction of pipe blockages due to hydrates. 
Similarly. carbon libcrs arc being explored rather than steel fires to allow !Or stronger and 
lighter armour wires. which help in the reduction of the annour wire failures. Such 
advances in technology improve the pcrf'onmmce of llcxihlc pipes and will aid in 
expansion of this technology. 
Additional emerg ing technologies arc presented below. which w ill aid in the rc<lm:!itlllllf 
flexib le p ipe failures. Each of" the t\\Clvc li1ilurc mndes l(w lkxihle pipe~. whid1 have 
been identilied in the case study. arc listed in the tab le. and an emerging technology or 
advancement in llexible pipeline engineeri ng which will aid in reduction of" associated 
risk. is presented in Table 6-1. 
Failure Mode 
Carcass and Pressure 
Annour Collnpsc 
Pipeline Burst and 
Pn:ssurc Sheath 
Rupture 
rensik F<tilure of 
Risk Reducing Technology 
Eddy current intcnwl inspection probes <Ire being dl~,·clnpl.'<l hy a 
company called Force for inSJX""Cting the inner carcass and to 
monitor carc:~ss condition li.1r lipc colla lSc nxluc!ion. 
r hrough :l(h<lllel.·d material engineering rCsl:om:h. TIX:hnip h;ls 
hl"cn developing new pressure shc<llh materials whicl1 display 
superior prop~:rties such :1s d<.:crcased potential li1r th:plastilicatill/1 
10 lrevent issues wit h pressure sheath dcuradiition. 
f7.11':'rn':'100C"1'-:. 1'-',V,ir~:'-;' ==-:c-1 New :uwlyticnl prcdil:tion methods for the nmn~:rical1'valumion tlf ~:~:11~~~~c~;~~o~:;ilurc tlf tensile armour win:s heh:tvior arc UIKkr devdnprm:nt by MCS 
f-.,;,r ,",."'sio"'n"ai':l"'.-a"Cill"-11.-0 ,""',1.-. --l K~.:nncy. based llll dcwilcd 3D FEA modeling. 
Armour Wire 
Overbcnding 
Fugro Stnrcluml Monit0ring is to develop :m llll-hoard riser 
mmmgcmcnl soliwnrc system fix planning and monitoring 
opcmtions in real-time. Overbending can be c losely controlled 
offshore. 
1-"'Ero:·o"'sio"'n'-'o"-f-"C"'ar-"ca~ss,_· ---1 Development of a helically wound pipe with n hydrogcn-inducl.-d 
Corrosion of Carcass ~>:~~~t;~~~~~-th and general corrosion resistant liner by manuf:H:turcr 
Corrosion of Pressure 
Armour and Tensi le 
Armour 
D:unnge lo the E.'<tcmal 
Sheath 
Damage due to 
Dropped Objects 
Damage to 1hc End 
Fiuin' 
TOTAL and Sehlumber1:er have developed annulus monilllriug 
systems whil:h eliminate the need fm vacuum tests nnd provide 
real-time alanns in the case of llooding in the :tnnulltS (which leads 
to corrosion of pressure and tensile :~rmours). 
Ver!ical Strntegic Anchoring Systems are under development by JP 
Kenny to help mitigiltC geo-ha7 .. a rds which may lead to cxtcm:~ l 
)ipcline dama •c. 
SPS Marine Technologies is developing a lightweight nltemativc 
to conventional stifkncd steel that provides exceptional energy 
absorption characteristics. 
Radiogrnphil: tools for inspection of topside end fillings on llcxiblc 
risers arc under development by Tom-X. 
Tabll' 6-1: Fll'xibll' llipl•lin<' Risl.: Rl'dudng Te<'hnologil's 
I) (I 
Ahhough thl.! tcdmologies listed in Tnhlc 6~ 1 arc still under development and <.~rc not 
cutTcnt ly considered mninstrcnm in llt·xihlc pipeline engineering. sUI.:h ad vanl~cmcn t s. once 
rdined und commerciali zed . \Vil ll ikdy pmmotc risk reduction in flexible pipeline opcr<ll ions. 
<Jl 
7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
7.1 Conclusions 
Flexible pipelines arc used offshore Ncwl(lundland IC1r both static and dynamit: o il and 
gas applications. They have long hist.xy of use throughout the N011h Sea cmd Austra lia. 
With advam.:cs in nexiblc pipeline (:nginccring. their prcscm:c is broadening to more 
complex environments. 
The im.:n.:ascd usc of flexible pipd int·s has prompted the need lOr ;1 consolidah:d set o f 
rull's for llc.-..ibk pipeline design. in~t:Jllation and llpl"ration. Industry has mh1ptcd the 
guidelines and n.:cnmmcmh:d practict·s set ft1nh by the American Pdwkum Inst itute as 
the standard l(lr lkxihk pipl.' liiKS. Op~..!nHors. lkx ihlc pipeline manulitL'IUrl..!rs. :md 
Ctlllstrw:t inn companies l(lllow API- 17.1 and API-RP-17B to cn:-;url' the illlq;rity 11f the 
1lexihle pipe lines assets. 
At each step in the flexib le pipeline's Ji!C cycle. spccilic measures an: undct1aken to 
ensure pipeline integrity. Factors that allt:ct a pipdinc's integrity arc recognized. 
moniton.:d and wntro llcd throughout each phase of its lifccyclc. namely Design. 
Construction. Installation. Operation and Maintenance. 
In a fl·amcwork for Project Risk Analysis. methods !Or risk analysis of flexible pipelines 
arc suggested. The scope o f analysis depends on complexity. time and costs of opemtion. 
For risk ana lysis of flexible pipeline systems. a FMECA identifies and qualifies the 
involved risk. 
92 
A ~,;asl! study is presented for which <1 FMEC'A is conduct~:d on th:xiblc pipelines to 
identify cmd '-lU<ilify risks. Failun: ~:auscs and m itigating measures an:: identified ll.lr each 
fai lure mode. Mitigating measures arc recommended lOr each stage of :1 llcxible pipe's 
lifecycle. Should these 1wt he reulized. there is a possibil ity of pipeline lflilun: . It is 
thcrc!Orc impo11ant to recognize the possible fa ilure modes for llcxiblc pipelines and 
pcr!Onn mitigating actions and controls such that pipeline failure is avoided. 
All ri:-;ks identified and qual ified tlmmgh the FMECA for llcxihlc pip~.·s IHI\'1.! been found 
to he l<llcrabk. thus CllC(Illnlging the usc of llcxihlc pipdines. Through futun: works and 
expansion o f llcxible pipel ine engineering and 11.:chnology. the!'!..' risks may hi..' lln1hcr 
minimized. 
7.2 l~c~ornmcud:ttions 
F0r systl..'ms using llcxihlc pipclinl..'s. an integrity moniwring and inspcctinn prng.ram 
needs to be established. A PJ-RP- 178. Sectio n 13.2.1. 1. states that lOr lh:x ible pipeline!': 
·· ... <J d~:tailed integrity and condition monitoring prog mm should bc cst:.Jblishcd. based on 
an cvu luation of the lhilurc modes to which flexible pipe arc exposed mul thl..' risk 
attributed to failure li·mn c<Jch source."' 
Th~: objecti ves of flexible pipeline integrity monitoring should address the !OJ lowing: 
El.lrly dcgrad<Jtion dctcdion to allow for remedial actions; 
Dcmonstmtcd lit ness lOr purpose: 
Compliance w ith s tatutory I rcgul;ltory requirements: 
Provisio n of a service record of dma. 
To have an dlcctivc measure of the use of a llex ih le pipe throughout it s li !Ccyde. a 
detailed quant it ative risk ana lysis shou ld be co ndw.:ted. The outcome of such amllysis 
shou ld provide techn ica l and commcr.:ial justilicat ion of Jl exi hlc pip~;: w~c. In addition. it 
wou ld also help improve safety und integrity nftht.:: pip t.:: system throughout it s lilCcyc lc. 
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